Swami Dayananda AIM for Seva
Chatralayam for Boys

Student Strength: 45

ACADEMICS
Our students are all-rounders. They have come first in inter-school elocution competitions in Sanskrit and got chosen for the district level.

CULTURE
Sloka chanting is part of the daily routine. Our students are taught many prayers, which they recite on a daily basis as part of culture validation efforts.

CELEBRATIONS
Celebrations and festivals bring out the best in our students. Founder’s Day, Ganesha Chaturthi, Raksha Bandhan and Diwali are all celebrated in a grand fashion in the hostel.

ENVIRONMENT
Gardening is an important extracurricular activity that is undertaken in the hostel premises. By tending to plants, the happiness quotient of our students jumps manifold. They water the plants, learn to care for them, and share the joy of freshly grown vegetables and fully bloomed flowers.

SPORTS
Our students have won prizes in the 3,000-metre walking competitions as well as shot put in the recent past.